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New online master's program in School of Politics and Global Studies offers prestige and
accessibility to those in complex field.
"There's so much complexity to the understanding of global security; it brings into question
everything from governmental structures to economics systems, as well as a host of social and
cultural questions," said SPGS professor of practice Daniel Rothenberg.
Read more.

ASU student Alicia Ellis's trip to Ghana this summer was two-pronged.
First, a co-director was needed to assist in leading an undergraduate study abroad program.
Second, traveling to Ghana provided the political science graduate student an opportunity to
meet sources and build a network as she began to look into case studies for her dissertation on
the relationship between political economy of agriculture and democratic accountability.
Read more.

Young Latinos need to embrace the history that has been denied to them in order to fight for their
civil rights, according to a panel discussion at the National Council of La Raza conference in
Phoenix this summer.
The panel featured two ASU alumni including Daniel Ortega Jr., a Phoenix attorney who earned
his bachelor's degree in political science from ASU in 1974.
Read more.

Early Start students got a chance to hear from political science alumni Christopher Glover and
Trista Guzman as they approached the fall semester. The SPGS and Capital Scholar alumni
shared with the group the experiences they had while at ASU and from their careers.
Read more.

The School of Politics and Global Studies is an academic unit of the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
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